Coiste na nÓg / Coiste Mionúir an Mhí C.L.G.
Extra Time and Winner on the Day
Phase 1
•

Proceed to Extra Time of two periods:
U15, U16, U17

=

2 periods of 10 minutes each

U12, U13, U14

=

2 periods of 5 minutes each

Phase 2
If still level, a “penalty-taking competition” to decide the outcome:
1. The relevant rules in T.O. Cuid II shall apply in relation to Penalty Kicks/Pucks, unless
otherwise stated.
The goalposts that were used in the game will be the size for the penalties.
All U12/U13 games are played with juvenile goals.
Some U14 games are played with juvenile goals.
Please check playing rules of each competition.
2. Penalties will be taken for goals only.
3. The Referee shall choose the end at which the penalty kicks/pucks will be taken. The end
may be changed by the referee if it becomes unplayable during the course of the penalties.
4. The Referee will ensure two goal umpires are in place at the end in which the penalty
kicks/pucks are to be taken;
Both umpires shall position themselves on the end line at opposite side of the goals facing
inwards.
5. If a penalty is scored, the goal umpire, will wave the green flag once the referee has
signalled.
6. If the penalty is saved or missed the point umpire will signal a wide once the referee has
signalled.
7. Each team shall register five penalty takers, a goal keeper & a substitute goalkeeper with the
referee and indicate in which order the penalty takers will take their penalties.
(A penalty taker can also be a goalkeeper or a substitute goalkeeper.)
8. The Referee shall toss a coin in the presence of the two captains to see which team shall
receive the option of going first.
9. Only players who are on the field of play at the end of Phase 1 (i.e. end of Extra Time), shall
be allowed to be registered as a penalty taker or goalkeeper.
Exception: The substitute goalkeeper can come from the team panel.
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10. A goalkeeper who is injured while the penalty kicks/pucks are being taken and is unable to
continue as a goalkeeper may be replaced* by the substitute goalkeeper who has been
nominated in advance, provided the referee is notified.
If in the event the substitute goalkeeper also gets injured, one of the registered penalty takers
may replace* the substitute goalkeeper, provided the referee is notified.
(*Once replaced, the goalkeeper/ substitute goalkeeper cannot be reintroduced as a
goalkeeper at a later stage)
11. Subject to the conditions below both teams will take five penalty kicks/pucks which are taken
alternately by the teams. The game is awarded to whichever team scores more of their five
penalty kicks/pucks.
12. If, before both teams have taken five penalty kicks/pucks, one team has scored more goals
that the other team could score, even if they were to complete their five penalty kicks/pucks,
no more penalty kicks/pucks shall be taken.
13. If, after both teams have taken five penalty kicks/pucks and both teams have scored the same
number of goals, the penalty competition will continue but in sudden death format using the
same five registered players until one team has scored a goal more than the other from the
same number of kicks/pucks.
14. In sudden death, the same sequence of penalty takers does not have to be followed as in the
first round of penalty kicks/pucks.
15. Each penalty kick/puck is taken by a different player. All registered players must take a
penalty kick/puck before any player can take an additional penalty kick/puck.
16. The referee shall signal for the penalty to be taken. The penalty kick/puck is completed when
the ball stops moving, goes out of play (including over the crossbar) or a goal is scored.
17. Only the players involved in the penalty taking competition, as well as the Referee, Linesmen
and Umpires are permitted on the pitch. With the registered penalty takers located between
the 45m & 65m lines closest to the end selected by the referee. Goalkeepers to be located
20m from the goals.
18. All other players (including substitute goalkeepers), managers, officials, backroom personnel,
etc. should be at their designated sideline area, and off the field of play when the penaltytaking competition is taking place.
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GAA Winner on the Day
Player Registration - Penalties
Order
Number

Jersey Number

Player’s Name

Jersey Number

Player’s Name

Jersey Number

Player’s Name

1
2
3
4
5
Goalkeeper

1
Substitute
Goalkeeper

2
An Rúnaí or Designated Person
Signature/Síniú

An Réiteoir
Signature/Síniú
Notes:
• Penalties will be taken for goals only.
• Each team shall register five penalty takers, a goal keeper & a substitute goal keeper with the
referee and indicate in which order the penalty takers will take their penalties.
(A penalty taker can also be a goalkeeper or a substitute goalkeeper.)
• Only players who are on the field of play at the end of Phase 1 (i.e. end of Extra Time Phase 1),
shall be allowed to be registered as a penalty taker or goalkeeper.
• The substitute goalkeeper can come from the team panel.
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